Abstract-Despite the existence of a number of procedures for real-parameter optimization using evolutionary algorithms, there is still a need of a systematic and unbiased comparison of different approaches on a carefully chosen set of test problems. In this paper, we develop a steady-state, population-based optimization algorithm which allows the main search principles to be independently designed. The algorithm so developed is applied to a set of 25 test problems and results on 10 and 30 dimensions are presented. Although the proposed procedure cannot find the exact optimum within the specified number of function evaluations, in most problems, the algorithm shows steady progress towards the optimum. Moreover, it is also observed that the performance of the algorithm does not get affected by the rotation of the functions, discontinuity and embedded noise in function description.
Introduction
This paper is written for the special session devoted to comparing different real-parameter optimization methods on a set of 25 test problems described at http://ww.ntu. edu. sg/hcre/ENuga / indxfiles/cBIO-O 5/CB05.htm . In this paper, we employ a population-based, steady-state optimization algorithm for the purpose. The algorithm is developed based on adaptation of a population-based algorithmgenerator [1] . The generator requires specification of four plans of the optimization process: (i) selection plan, (ii) generation plan, (iii) replacement plan and (iv) update plan. These plans are designed based on essential aspects needed in solving uni-modal and multi-modal optimization problems, such as importance of diversity preservation and need for creation of offspring solutions based on diversity in parent solutions. This method has also been used in other successful real parameter optimization schemes, such as evolution strategy [2, 3] and differential evolution [4] . We pre-specify all the GA parameters (involving the four plans mentioned above) based on past studies and some experimentations. However, significantly better results can be obtained by fine-tuning the control parameters for a particular problem.
The test problems involve uni-modalities to multimodalities, deterministic to noisy functions, low to high dimensionalities etc. It is our intuition that such wide variety of problems may be difficult to be solved to optimality using one single optimization algorithm. This is because for an efficient solution of a uni-modal problem, a greedy technique emphasizing the current best solution can be employed, whereas for an efficient solution of a multi-modal problem diversity preservation is an important task. It is also our believe that to solve such vagaries of problems to a reasonable level of satisfaction, the algorithm has to be simple and not specifically designed to solve a particular problem. In the following section, we describe the proposed procedure. In Section 3, we present the simulation results in tabular form and in Section 4, we discuss the performance of our algorithm on different test problems.
Description of the Algorithm
The optimization algorithm used here is derived from the population-based algorithm generator suggested elsewhere [ 1] . The algorithm-generator requires four plans to be specified and generates a steady-state optimization procedure: * Selection Plan (SP): Strategy used to select a fixed number of parents for recombination from the current population. * Generation Plan (GP): Methodology used to create offspring solutions from parents chosen in the selection plan. * Replacement Plan (RP): Strategy used to select a fixed number of members from population that will compete with the newly generated offspring solutions for inclusion in the population. * Update Plan (UP): Strategy used to decide the winners from a set consisting of offspring solutions and members obtained from replacement plan that will eventually get included in the current population. The above division of an algorithm into different plans allows one to design each essential feature of an optimization task independently. With a set of population members, the first task (SP) is to choose a set of good solutions (parents) so that they can be utilized to create new solutions in GP. The use of a suitable probability distribution around parent solutions to create new offspring solutions would be one way to implement a GP. Once the offspring solutions are created they can be accepted in the fixed-size population by first choosing a set of possible population members for deletion using a RP and then designing a scheme for updating the population in UP. This is where an elite preserving strategy can be implemented. Here we design a suitable scheme for each of the four plans as described below.
The algorithm starts with an initial population (generated randomly) of size N. We then use the Selection Plan to choose ,u parents from the initial population. In the present 0-7803-9363-5/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE. selection scheme, we first sort the entire population in ascending order based on the function value. This requires O(N log(N)) computations. We then divide the population into r, equal segments (based on the fitness value), where , is a user-defined parameter (lying in the range 1 to N) indicating the extent of modality of the problem. For uni-modal problems, a small value and for a multi-modal problem a large value of n is suggested. The best solution of each segment is picked and stored in B. We, now randomly pick one solution from the set of best solutions B as the first parent. We also call this solution as the index parent and denote its index as p. Thereafter, the other (b -1) parents are picked randomly from the population.
In the Generation Plan, we create A offspring solutions from the chosen ,u parent solutions. We use the parentcentric recombination (PCX) operator [5] with modification for the purpose of recombination and produce A offspring solutions. The [5] .
continues until a prescribed number of function evaluations parameters we and wi,, describing the extent of vari-is achieved or a pre-defined termination criterion is met. If *idirection D and orthogonal to it, respectively,are at some instant, the diversity is lost in the population, we as follows (after some experimentation): use cataclysmic mutation and choose the best individual obtained so far as the index parent and reproduce the popula=~e -a--+ 0.2 () tion [6] . We use the polynomial mutation [7] as the mutation 02 2 operator with mutation index 71m = 1.0 and mutation probw77 = ( . (3) ability Pm = 1/n, where n is the number of real variables.
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For the purpose of simulation runs, we assume the diversity Jh we use a constant value of K = 10 here in this is lost whenever all the population members become identiDr a better use of the ronosed Drocedure. we suggest cal. to set K = 1 for uni-modal problems and a large value of K for multi-modal problems. With a large value of K, we will also take a large value, thereby introducing a larger diversity among offspring solutions -a matter which is important in solving multi-modal problems. Another interesting aspect of the above equation is that the parameter a is defined as the fraction of function evaluations performed to the overall desired number of function evaluations. Thus, for any chosen K value, the parameter a starts with a value close to zero and approaches one as the generation proceeds. In other words, at the initial generation, wf = 1.2 -l/l and
Performance Benchmarks
We run all simulations using the following hardware and software: (i) Operating System Name: RedHat Linux 9.0 (i386 GNU/Linux), ( Number of parents chosen for crossover: ,u, (iv) Number of offspring solutions created: A, and (v) Number of solutions chosen for replacement: r. We pre-set all the control parameters to some suitable values (with past experience of the authors and with some experimentations). We fix N = 300, r,= 10, ,u = 3, A = 2 and r = 1 for performing the benchmark runs. Thus, there exists no parameter which is problem-dependent in this study.
Results of benchmark run for D = 10
Results for D = 10 and MaxFES = 100, 000 are reported in tables 1 to 4. Results for D = 30 and MaxFES = 300, 000 are reported in tables 5 to 8.
Algorithm running time benchmarks
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